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Effective Monitoring and Alerting: For Web OperationsO'Reilly, 2012

	
		With this practical book, you’ll discover how to catch complications in your distributed system before they develop into costly problems. Based on his extensive experience in systems ops at large technology companies, author Slawek Ligus describes an effective data-driven approach for monitoring and alerting that enables you to...
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Cisco CallManager Best PracticesCisco Press, 2004
Delivers the proven solutions that make a difference in your  Cisco IP Telephony deployment

	
    Learn dial plan best practices that help you configure features  such as intercom, group speed dials, music on hold, extension mobility, and  more

    
	
    ...
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ROI of Software Process Improvement: Metrics for Project Managers and Software EngineersJ. Ross Publishing, Inc, 2004
This book masterfully illuminates extremely simple,  but overwhelmingly powerful metrics, models, and methods for designing  professional business cases while the author demystifies esoteric concepts in  ROI.




An indispensable addition to your...
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Hard Disk Drive: Mechatronics and Control (Control Engineering)CRC Press, 2006
The hard disk drive (HDD) is an excellent example of the practical application of precision mechatronics. Hard Disk Drive: Mechatronics and Control describes the control aspects of an HDD, explains difficulties faced by designers, provides solutions, and highlights challenges of future-generation drives. Combining academic interests with...
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Math You Can't Use: Patents, Copyright, and SoftwareBrookings Institution Press, 2005
The field of software is awash in disputes.  Market participants and analysts routinely disagree on how computer programs should be produced, marketed, regulated, and sold.  On one subject, however, just about everyone can agree:  the current intellectual property protection regime for software is a mess.  At present, all of the traditional means...
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Increase Your Web Traffic in a WeekendCengage Learning, 2007

	These days, everyone seems to have a home page or a Web site. However, just because you create and publish a Web site doesn't mean anyone will visit it. Competition to attract visitors is extreme. The reality is that of the millions of Web pages out there, only a handful actually attract a steady readership; and these same Web pages are...
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Understanding Diabetes: A Biochemical PerspectiveJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	A clear explanation of the cause, diagnosis, and treatment of diabetes


	Written for a broad range of readers, including students, researchers, policymakers, health care providers, and diabetes patients and caregivers, this book explains the underlying biochemistry and physiology of diabetes mellitus. Each chapter contains a...
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Microsoft Skype For Business 2016 Keyboard Shortcuts For Windows (Shortcut Matters)CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2016

	Get connected without delay.


	Skype For Business connects you with your friends, family, coworkers and many others cost effectively. The design of the program makes using mouse for it okay but it is better when combined with essential keyboard shortcuts. Skype users need keyboard shortcuts so as to use the devices well and flow in...
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The Mac mini GuidebookPeachpit Press, 2005
This book was written entirely in Microsoft Word 2004 for Macintosh on a Mac mini and, occasionally, a PowerBook G4. Judy did her editing in Word 2000 for Windows, and we successfully passed the files back and forth many times. The production team at Peachpit Press works mostly on Macs.

Other software used in the preparation of this book...
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Streetsmart Guide to Valuing a StockMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Value and trust are two of the biggest question marks in today's tumultuous stock markets. Value because investors burned by the recent tech collapse are once again insisting that stocks provide some meat along with the sizzle, and trust because--for obvious reasons--investors...
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Design of Linear RF Outphasing Power AmplifiersArtech House Publishers, 2003
The wireless communications revolution has been driven by a confluence of technological advances, including improvements in communications theory, very large-scale integration (VLSI) technology, and radio frequency (RF) microelectronics. The microwave power amplifier represents one of the major factors in the low-cost and low-power implementation...
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Green Tech: How to Plan and Implement Sustainable IT SolutionsAMACOM, 2009
“Green” is a feel-good term. It has positive, earth-friendly connotations, often without much specificity—perfect for marketing purposes. Sustainability, on the other hand, is something we can measure and manage. We are sustainable when our use of resources does not permanently deplete or damage our supply, including natural...
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